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EURO DATA WRAP: PLENTY OF GOOD NEWS 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

UNEMPLOYMENT FALLINGUNEMPLOYMENT FALLINGUNEMPLOYMENT FALLINGUNEMPLOYMENT FALLING    MUCH FASTERMUCH FASTERMUCH FASTERMUCH FASTER    THAN THOUGHTTHAN THOUGHTTHAN THOUGHTTHAN THOUGHT    
Eurozone unemployment appears to be falling faster than previously estimatedEurozone unemployment appears to be falling faster than previously estimatedEurozone unemployment appears to be falling faster than previously estimatedEurozone unemployment appears to be falling faster than previously estimated. The latest data from Euro-
stat reveals a drop and a downrevision in the unemployment rate to 11.1% in April, its lowest level since March 
2012. Unemployment fell by 130k on the month, taking the average monthly pace of decline in the total number of 
unemployed so far this year to 100k. That is double the pace of decline previously estimated, cutting the time it 
would take to reduce unemployment back to pre-crisis levels of 12m by half to about five years. 
 
As in previous months, the fAs in previous months, the fAs in previous months, the fAs in previous months, the forororormer crisis countries on the Eurozone periphery remain key driversmer crisis countries on the Eurozone periphery remain key driversmer crisis countries on the Eurozone periphery remain key driversmer crisis countries on the Eurozone periphery remain key drivers of the 
improvement. Spanish unemployment fell sharply again, reaching 22.7%, down from a 2013 peak of 26.3% in Feb-
ruary 2013. Portugal, Ireland and Cyprus also reported significant falls in unemployment in April. Even Greece 
was still on track for improvement, but the latest Greek data come from February, before the Tsipras recession 
struck in earnest. Italy saw unemployment revised down by 100k and reported a 40k monthly decline in April. 
Whether that is the turning point remains to be seen, but with the economy finally growing and serious labour 
reforms raising flexibility, there is reason for optimism. That optimism still eludes reform-resistant France, how-
ever, where unemployment was almost unchanged (-16k in April after stagnation in the two previous months) 
against the European trend. 
 
If the If the If the If the new new new new pace of decline persists, it could point to a much more rapid pace of decline persists, it could point to a much more rapid pace of decline persists, it could point to a much more rapid pace of decline persists, it could point to a much more rapid erosion oferosion oferosion oferosion of    slackslackslackslack in the economy than 
previously thought. The ECB will take note of these estimates. As with inflation, which has climbed back into 
positive territory, it is early days and should not affect monetary policy decisions at the coming meetings. Howev-
er, extending the €60bn per month asset purchases beyond September 2016 has become less likely this week. 
 
Chart: unemployment falling fasterChart: unemployment falling fasterChart: unemployment falling fasterChart: unemployment falling faster    

 
Unemployment in thsds. Source: Eurostat 
    
Table: Table: Table: Table: Eurozone 19 unemploymentEurozone 19 unemploymentEurozone 19 unemploymentEurozone 19 unemployment    

    

 APRAPRAPRAPR    MARMARMARMAR    FEBFEBFEBFEB    JANJANJANJAN    DECDECDECDEC    NOVNOVNOVNOV    

UE rate (%) 11.1 11.2 11.3 11.4 11.4 11.5 

UE change (k) -130 -35 -106 -124 -200 -17 
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EURO PMIS: NICE CRUISING SPEEDEURO PMIS: NICE CRUISING SPEEDEURO PMIS: NICE CRUISING SPEEDEURO PMIS: NICE CRUISING SPEED    
Eurozone services and compoEurozone services and compoEurozone services and compoEurozone services and composite PMIs were revised up for Maysite PMIs were revised up for Maysite PMIs were revised up for Maysite PMIs were revised up for May, leaving them largely unchanged from the 
previous month at levels consistent with growth of about 2% annualised in Q2. The services PMI edged down 
from 54.1 to 53.8 in May, but the uprevision by 0.5 points from the flash of 53.3 was unusually strong and points 
to increasing momentum after an early May dip. The composite PMI edged down from 53.9 to 53.6, but was also 
revised up. The rebound in the oil price in April and early May and thus lower real income growth might be partly 
to blame for the lack of further increase in momentum in this domestic-oriented sector.    
    
The overall stability maskThe overall stability maskThe overall stability maskThe overall stability masks some convergences some convergences some convergences some convergence    among countriesamong countriesamong countriesamong countries. . . . Laggard France rebounded, with the services 
PMI rising from 51.4 to 52.8 in May. France has joined Germany and Italy at these levels which is particularly posi-
tive given that France traditionally depends more on domestic demand for output growth than the latter two. 
Eurozone leader Spain cooled markedly, but at a very high level (services PMI down from 60.3 to 58.4), while 
middling Italy and Germany lost a bit of momentum. 
 
Outside the Eurozone, the UK reported a sharp declineOutside the Eurozone, the UK reported a sharp declineOutside the Eurozone, the UK reported a sharp declineOutside the Eurozone, the UK reported a sharp decline in services sentiment, with the PMI falling from 59.5 to 
56.5. That was in part due to rising input costs, including rising wages, which should ultimately be a positive sign 
for the economy. With the election uncertainty out of the way, we would expect the domestic oriented services 
sector to continue driving UK growth, while the manufacturing sector is held back by strong sterling and EU 
membership uncertainty. 
 

Services PMI MAY APR MAR FEB JAN DEC 

Eurozone 53.8 54.1 54.2 53.7 52.7 51.6 

Italy 52.5 53.1 51.6 50.0 51.2 49.4 

Spain 58.4 60.3 57.3 56.2 56.7 54.3 

Germany 53.0 54.0 55.4 54.7 54.0 52.1 

France 52.8 51.4 52.4 53.4 49.4 50.6 

Eurozone Comp. Output 53.6 53.9 54.0 53.3 52.6 51.4 

UK services 56.5 59.5 58.9 56.7 57.2 55.8 

Source: Markit 
 

EUROZONE RETAIL SALES STRONG IN APRILEUROZONE RETAIL SALES STRONG IN APRILEUROZONE RETAIL SALES STRONG IN APRILEUROZONE RETAIL SALES STRONG IN APRIL    
Completing the round of good news for the European economy this week, Eurozone retail sales volumes rose by 
0.7% on the month in April, more than offsetting the revised decline by 0.6% mom in March. With this buoyant 
start to the new quarter, retail sales are headed for a 0.3% qoq increase over Q1 when consumption had already 
been a major contributor to GDP growth. Going forward, the tailwind from cheap oil is blowing a little less strong-
ly, while the wider rebound in inflation rates, in part due to higher import prices, will take a toll on real income 
growth. That may temper further consumption growth, but falling unemployment and improving economic con-
fidence should still secure a solid growth contribution from household spending in the coming quarters. 
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